The global chauffeur service for all your rides
Intercity rides

Chauffeur hailing

Your stress-free solution for
traveling between cities, with
chauffeurs across the globe.

Enjoy the quality of a traditional
chauffeur, with the convenience
of riding within minutes of
booking

50+

Countries

Health & safety
standards

5-Star
service

Airport transfers
With additional wait time and flight
tracking in case of delays, our
service is optimized to make every
airport transfer a breeze.

Peace of mind

24/7 customer service

100%

carbon neutral

Focus on safety
Chauffeurs are vetted, trained,
and commercially licensed
professionals who make guests’
well-being the top priority

Global consistency

All-inclusive rates

Travelers enjoy top-quality
premium vehicles and handpicked, English-speaking
chauffeurs in all locations.

Prices include all taxes, tolls,
and fees and do not change
based on busy hours or traffic
conditions.

Chauffeur hailing
Safe, quality service on demand
When you need a safe way to get around the city, think Blacklane. Book the top-quality service you
know and love, now also for immediate pickup. It’s the the perfect combination of traditional car service
and ride hailing.

From $18

USA: New York

From £11
UK: London

From $4.80

UAE: Abu Dhabi and Dubai

“[Blacklane] pairs a traditional, luxury limousine service with the
convenience of a booking app.” - The Wall Street Journal
“If getting around the city in a luxury car is more your style, there’s
a new app for that. It’s called Blacklane.” - NBC News

Top-quality service

Fair rates

Hand-picked chauffeurs maintain the elevated
standards of scheduled trips.

Fixed, all-inclusive fares are based
only on distance.

Clean cars
Chauffeurs sanitize and air out vehicles before
and after every ride.

Visit us at blacklane.com
Follow us @blacklane

Sustainable trips
Carbon-neutral rides support renewable energy.

Download the app

Intercity rides
Long-distance comfort and privacy
Make the most of your time with Blacklane’s city-to-city rides. Avoid the crowds of flights
and trains and pick your preferred departure time. Blacklane’s intercity trips cover hundreds
of routes in more than 30 countries. Popular routes include:

$99
Abu Dhabi to Dubai

$299
New York to Hamptons

Door-to-door travel
Rest easy with door-to-door pickup
and dropoff — no change of
transportation needed.

£139
London to Brighton

Your safe passage
Travel confidently knowing your
safety is our #1 priority. Rigorous
health and cleaning standards round
out a best-in-class service.

Freedom of flexibility

Cost certainty

Relax if a meeting runs late, you
sleep in, or need to reschedule for a
future date.

Don’t worry about hidden costs. Rates
are guaranteed in advance with fixed
pricing between pickup and dropoff
cities.

Visit us at blacklane.com
Follow us @blacklane

Download the app

Airport transfers
Consistent, top-quality rides worldwide

“When you need to ensure a car is available at a certain
time, splurge for higher-end car services from a
company like Blacklane.”

All-inclusive pricing

Seamless airport travel

Count on all-inclusive rates,
confirmed before booking.

Relax with 1 hour of complimentary
wait time and flight tracking.

Travel on your terms
Stay flexible and in charge of
your schedule. Easily cancel or
change rides.

Visit us at blacklane.com
Follow us @blacklane

Download the app

